
Volunteer Opt-Out Policy Requirements: 
 

Meet(s) run strictly on volunteer(s). Every ACTIVE family is required to provide a minimum of 1 
volunteer for every MSC\Aquapups or partnered hosted meet whether there swimmer 
participate(s) or not. We are extremely grateful to the families that go above and beyond this 
requirement. 
 
While the goal is to have 100% participation with volunteerism, the club understands that with 
other commitments it may be difficult. If you choose to not work volunteer hours, you may opt-
out by paying a fee per meet. Please she chart below for opt-out pricing. At the end of each 
meet you will be billed for any unworked/no show meet(s). 
 
On the season fee contract you initialed that you will adhere to this policy and agree to pay any 
fees that may occur due to you not fulling this policy. Job signup can be done on the team 
website, by going to the events tab on the teams website. If you see job signup under that 
event, then this is a MSC\Aquapups or partnered hosted meet\event.  
 
If we have enough committed swimmer’s to fill the volunteer position(s) required for that meet 
then we will not bill those NOT participating. However, if we do not meet that requirement 
then we will reach out to those NOT participating and ask for help.  
 

Swimmer(s) Not Participating at meet(s) Participating at meet(s) 

Per Meet Meet participation is not meet 1-Day 2-Day(s) 

Meet’s $25.00 $50.00 $100.00 

 
Please note that this is a parent policy, swimmer(s) are not eligible to complete these volunteer 
hours. However, if there are Grandparent(s), older siblings, Aunt(s), Uncle(s), they are eligible 
to complete these hours. 
 
If there are extenuating circumstances, families may contact the volunteer chair or membership 
chair for details to complete the Special Circumstance Form. Which can be found on the teams 
website under Forms\Parent tab. 
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